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Resource icon Page icon 2 Resource You are using out-of-browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You must upgrade or use an alternate browser. I'm trying to install Hackintosh Sierra on my HP 15-da0073ms computer. I keep getting ACPI errors when I try to run the installer. The bugs are the ones in the picture below.
I tried all sorts of options, using boot flags, changing clover configuration files, and yet there is no solution. Z... hello everyone! Unfortunately I can not get the battery status working, the current battery charge is always zero. I've tried all the suggestions, guide, and dsdt patching to battery status work with Rehabman w/o any success.
Currently installing High Sierra 10.13.6, and here my original ... I have successfully installed High Sierra on my Lenovo Thinkpad W540. One of the last things I need to get started is the battery status. I used both fixes here and made my own (included) on the guide to try to get the battery working. Both amendments are essentially ... My
battery indicator will sometimes be red and macOS will warn me to plug in my charger (which is already plugged in and never detected), even though the status reads correctly as 100%. I use ACPIBatteryManager.kext for percentage work. I checked my DSDT and there are no ... Hello Rehabman Since I upgraded to Sierra 10.12.3 on
both my Lenovo Thinkpad L440 and Lenovo B570e I noticed that when I pressed the battery on the menu bar it says Service Soon (on the B570e) and Status: Replace soon (on L440). I wonder if this is a known problem on 10.12.3 or system changes to Sierra ... Laptop: Toshiba Satellite S40-B So, I'm currently trying to switch to Clover. I
have two problems at the moment: ACPIBatteryManager does not charge / work properly: In Chameleon, kext charges properly and battery status works perfectly. But when trying to load in Clover, with kext in both ... Hi all, I have a boot loop delayed by this warning: ACPIBatteryManager: WARNING! fOb°capacity &gt; fMaxCapacity.
adjusted fCurrentCapacity from 7800, to 7239 Please help me how to solve it. With! Can anyone give me updated versions of these two? It works with the latest version of Yosemite. This one, I don't seem to be working in this latest version. I'm trying this version but it doesn't work... Do you know the latest Voodoobattery? Yes, but you do
not see any difference in the system, and the battery does not recognize. I think I have the ability to achieve after this course. Can you help me differently? Can you help me through TeamViewer if you don't inconvenience? I think I have the ability to achieve after this course. Can you help me differently? Can you help me through
TeamViewer if you don't inconvenience? It is likely that there is an existing patch for the laptop already in the repository. If you want me to look at what you have now, follow the post #6 and enter the files you want. I have already downloaded the necessary files. The rest do not know 2 Hi RehabMan, Could you help with the battery able
dell vostro 3360? Please find the outputs attached to this post. Many thanks, Thanks RehabMan, I just installed KEXT ACPI recommended by you. Any next steps? Thanks again, Sorry. AppleACPIPlatform.kext to fix power management. Managed to get the backlight to work Sound works great too using VoodooHDA except mute still does
not work The problem now is getting the battery status already installed ACPI Battery Manager by the way From system preferences by clicking on show battery status; appears for a fraction of a second and then disconnects the laptop, there must be a working battery meter. Turning on the battery meter will help you monitor your battery
so you don't charge your laptop or get out of the battery. On macOS, the battery meter doesn't work out of the box. This is because the laptop's battery hardware is not compatible with AppleSMbus hardware. You'll need to use ACPI to access battery status while running macOS on your laptop. RehabMan has developed a kext called
ACPIBatteryManager.kext, which can be found here: Thanks to him for making a great contribution, as always for the OS X community. Many fixes are available in the RehabMan repository and can be used to create a battery meter to work for almost any laptop. Before you start patching, check out your hardware. Read here : To start
patching the battery meter, follow the DSDT and SSDTs patching guide here: Once you've applied the necessary fixes, it's time to apply the patches to battery life. Use the fixes to apply the hotfix, follow these steps. Open dsdt using MaciASL Battery patches starting with [bat]. Depending on your laptop model, select a fix from the left
pane in MaciASL. Click Apply Click on Close Note: Laptop Model No. must be accurate for the proper functioning of the battery meter. Some laptop models may not be listed. In this case, you need to choose the fix that is closest to the laptop model. For example, typica laptop with ASUS: Laptop: ASUS VivoBook X510UA Battery Patch:
[bat] ASUS N55SL/VivoBook Compiling After DSDT and SSDTs, you need to compile files. Just click on compile and look for errors. If there is any error, fix it and click build again. If there is no error, the files will be compiled successfully. Saving ACPI files After compilation, the next step is to save the file for installation. Go to Save as
Dialog Box Asking for location and file extension to save the file. Select ACPI (ACPI Machine Language) Click save note: It's a good idea corrected dsdt and ssdt in a different place than Installing kexts for the battery meter After patching the DSDT, the next step is to install the battery kext to serve this purpose. Downlod Notes: Download
the latest version for better service. Extract . Zip, copy the kext from the Release folder to the Desktop Open terminal, type: sudo cp -R /Users/yourusername/Desktop/Yourkextname.kext /System/Library/Extensions After connecting enter the password After installing kexts it is important to rebuild the cache Type: Restart your laptop. The
battery meter should be there. Credits : RehabMan reactions: biglibigli and sinamcr7 Hi I have little doubts. I have corrected DSDT &amp; SSDTs. Now as I want to enable battery meter I am following this guide above. So which DSDT &amp; SSDTs should I take for patching the Battery Meter. Also I need dsl DSDT files &amp; SSDTs for
this patching (if so, then I should create these dsl files to form an EFI/CLOVER/ACPI/patched folder and then apply the above fixes; because the DSDT &amp; SSDTs stored here are the latest patches). Should I directly open AML DSDT &amp; SSDTs files using MaciASL with EFI/CLOVER/ACPI/patched and apply the above fixes and
then save the file (is it allowed or not?). Also I need to apply the above patched in DSDT &amp; All SSDTs???? We apologize for making so much fuss despite the above well explained guide. Thanking. Last edited by moderator: December 1, 2018 Hi I have little doubts. I have corrected DSDT &amp; SSDTs. Now as I want to enable
battery meter I am following this guide above. So which DSDT &amp; SSDTs should I take for patching the Battery Meter. Also I need dsl DSDT files &amp; SSDTs for this patching (if so, then I should create these dsl files to form an EFI/CLOVER/ACPI/patched folder and then apply the above fixes; because the DSDT &amp; SSDTs
stored here are the latest patches). Should I directly open AML DSDT &amp; SSDTs files using MaciASL with EFI/CLOVER/ACPI/patched and apply the above fixes and then save the file (is it allowed or not?). Also I need to apply the above patched in DSDT &amp; All SSDTs???? We apologize for making so much fuss despite the above
well explained guide. Thanking. The guide says to apply fixes in DSDT not any other SSDTs. If you start from scratch and dsdt is not patched, you can use the dsl file and apply all the fixes. If you've patched it, just apply the battery patch to your DSDT .aml file, patched one. With. Now the matter is clear to me. . He will do a patch and
answer. Hey his job. The battery meter is displayed in the menu bar. With. Last edited: December 1, 2018 What can I do to find out wich notbook model is closest to mine? The one I have is not listened to there: CCE N325 i3. Thanks for the attention. What can I do to find out their notbook model is closest to mine? which I have, is not
listened to there: CCE N325 i3. Thanks for the attention. What is your laptop model there.? CCE N325 - HM75 - 7 Series/216 (intel core i3 Ivy bridge) Intel HD 4000 graphics. or is it yet this? Can you provide a link to the laptop model? Can you provide a link to the laptop model? this one is good. Page 2 this one is good. Just unload the
EC0. Enter your PR files. Can this be done in the clover configurator? Where can I find my PR files? Files?
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